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Trip To

Lago Bracciano

It's a bird; it's a plane; it's P.J. Schoeny!

Milos Travar, John Kerber, Colin O'Donovan, Mike DeSanti, Paul Bissler and Nathan Jung cruise for chicks in their paddle boat.

Below: Marie Ayer and Alan Williams reading up on their favorite country.
Left: John Kerber, Paul Bissler and Kelly Skawski take a study break.

Right: Jennifer Southard, Anne Kranz and Megan Monahan are lovin’ dorm livin’.

Around the Compound...

Left: Brad Kimbrough chisels away at his sculpture. Below: P.J. Schoeny and Ceece Gigiolo.

Above: Manny Capozzi and Serina Brancato pick up the latest “Ciao Roma.” Below: the group gets ready for a night on the town.
R.A. Matt realizes that he inadvertently voted for Pat Buchanan (with Joe Camm's approval).


Peter Nabicht, Megan Shortridge, Claire Theis and Mary Kasprzak.

Serina Brancato, Kate Boehmler, Manny Capozzi, Eric Ramirez, Michael Jarecki, Melinda Reina, Brad Kimbrough, Dawn Giovannini and Jessica Lowery raise a toast at the Thanksgiving dinner.

Look at us all!

Colin O'Donovan, Paul Bissler and Milos Travar fight over who gets the last apple.
Il Papa

Group Loyola before the Papal Audience.

Julia Nicolae and Dagmar Austin at St. Peter's.

Pope John Paul II
Dawn Giovannini and Reena Vohra love the 990 bus!!
Below: Melinda Reina and Dawn Giovannini with Italian Pop Superstar -- Nek!!

Around Rome...

Katie Lyons, Katie Anderson, Allura Henry, Melissa Birchfield, Erin Hammans, Katie McAleer, Sarah Zezzo, Abby Westbrook, and Amanda Ahrens share good times at John Bull Pub.

Left: John Vincler and Colin O’Donovan unwind on the Metro.
Right: Everyone’s favorite gelateria -- Old Bridge!
Students dine at their favorite restaurant.

Sevi Kosmala, Paige Smith, and Jon Miceli enjoy the sun at Ostia.
Serina Brancato, Alura Henry and Justin St.Andre do their favorite fountain impressions.

Tanti Auguri a Te! The girls dine out for Melinda Reina's birthday. Below: a beautiful view at Zodiac

Below: Lauren McCollough, Dave West, Kevin West, Kelly Skawski, Meg Karnes, Anna Jamroz, Abby Harris, Christine Weigman, and Kit Bradley.
Ed Napleton, Erin Hammans, Bianca Rodriguez, Katie Anderson, and Gina Murphy kibbutz at the Spanish Steps.

Left: Fran Santangelo and Kevin West boogie at The Cave.

Right: Sara Zezzo, Meg Casper, Anna Jamroz, and Kelly Skawski prepare to “Ciao” Down!

You never know where you’ll run into a Wayans. Tricia Fetters with Marlon.
John Wroblewski and Beth Marks smile after making a wish at Trevi Fountain.

John Shrader and Ashley Fullman chill out at a pub.

Students celebrate after the very successful Talent Show.

Hangin' Out in Campo di Fiori
Kevin West, Brett Middendorf and Nicola Caso take the plunge.

Alejandro Romero watches intently as Free Willy surfaces.

Brett Middendorf gives the thumbs up to Ventotene's natural beauty.

Brett Middendorf, Kevin West, Bianca Rodriguez, Sevi Kosmala, Paige Smith, Nicola Caso, Dave West, Erica Stanmar, Katie Anderson, Brad Kimbrough, and Alejandro Romero pose for the cover of Sun & Surf Magazine.
Students enjoy a swim off the boat.

Dave West works on his Republican tan.

Magda Kielian tastes the salty sea air.
Oktoberfest

Brad Kimbrough and Sarah Toycen show off their new easy-access keg hats.
Below: Toasting and toasted at 3pm.

Above: Chris St. Marie, Brett Middendorf and Mark Fernando savor the flavors in Munich.

Eileen Batterberry and P.J. Schoeny demonstrate their slogan, “Will smile for (more) beer.”
Above: Bianca Rodriguez and Erin McCallum demonstrate the art of the bratwurst. Lisa Pajek and John Kerber share smiles and a stein.

Right: Thirsty fest-goers Courtney Hinckley, Ashley Fullman, and Mike Boyce.

Above: Amanda Ahrens, Kirsten Krone and Kate Boehmler in the Hoffbrau Tent.
Fall Break in Greece

Easy Ridin' -- Milos Travar and Paul Bissler

Greta Dhamer and Inessa Mikhailova shake their groove thang.

Erin Hammans, Bianca Rodriguez, Kirsten Krone, and Katie Anderson love a man in uniform.

Girls' Night Out
"Smile and say, GYROS!!"

Ana Dahlman and Tascia Delfini sail the high seas.

Colin O'Donovan really gets into the spirit of the Olympic Games with John Kerber.
Julia Nicolae and Alejandro Romero find souvlaki Shangri-La.
Below: Students at the Olympic Stadium.

When you gotta go . . . Manny Capozzi and Marie Ayer on ancient Greek toilets.
Inessa Mikhailova, Serina Brancato, and Tricia Fetters go for the gold.

Below: Raechel Betz, Melissa Birchfield, Sara Zezzo, Dana Pernini, Abby Westbrook, Amanda Ahrens, Erin Hammans, and Greta Dhamer at the Parthenon.

Beatrice Ghislandi gets an eyeful of Poisedon.

Sheila Curtin and Beatrice Ghisandi relax during the cruise.

Delphi's Sybils: Gina Murphy, Amanda Ahrens, Anna Jamroz, Kelly Skawski, Lauren McCollough, Christine Weigman, Sara Zezzo, Raechel Betz, Sarah Toycen, Erin Anguilano, Julia Nicolae, Kit Bradley, Erin Hammans, and Jenn Raskauskas.

Mike DeSanti and Colin O'Donovan --
Love Among the Ruins
Paul Bissler gives Colin O'Donovan a leg up in Delphi.

Out on the town in Crete

Delphi's Prophets: Brad Kimbrough, Andrius Schmid, Colin O'Donovan, Dave West, Mike DeSanti, Mike Boyce, John Kerber, Kevin West and Alejandro Romero.
Ostia Antica

Dawn Giovannini and Jessica Lowery narrowly escape death.
Right: P.J. Schoney, Colin O'Donovan, Mike DeSanti, John Kerber, and Paul Bissler at the bar.

Lunch break in the ancient theater.
Dr. Nicholson lectures among Ostia Antica's ruins.

Right: Jenny Gernhofer, P.J. Schoney, Magda Kielian, Dawn Giovannini and Justin St. Andre meditate.

Hey! Are those statues of Roman gods? No, it's John Kerber and Milos Travar.
Are you ready for some . . .

Team Bianco: Nathan Jung, Lisa Pajek, Milos Travar, Magda Kielian, Joe Camm, Nicola Caso, Suzie Kostolansky, Lauren McCollough, Andrius Schmid, Kevin West, and Dave West.

Team Ciao-da! Julia Nicolae, Greta Dhamer, Matt Guschwan, Anne Kranz, Alejandro Romero and John Kerber.

Team Verde: Jessica Lilley, Colin O’Donovan, Mike Pisano, John Wroblewski, Megan Monahan, Rafi Angelats, Fran Santangelo, Sevi Kosmala and Cece Giglioio
Calcio?!
Halloween Party

Joe "ATAC Bus Police" Camm and Zach "The Dude" Friedman;

The Beastkateers: Mike Pisano, Suzie Kostolansky, and Serina Brancato

Who is scarier? Drag Queen Chris St. Marie and Katie Seully as Mary Catherine Gallagher.

Left: Silvia and Rinaldo with their specialty, Cappucino Freddo Erin Hammons.

Right: Charlie's Angels Kirsten Krone, Dawn Giovannini, and Kate Boehmler advocate healthy eating, while Eileen Batterberry and Megan Roberts prefer McDonald's.
Left: Eric Ramirez as a fairy and Dagmar Austin as Cleopatra.
Right: John Vincler portrays Caesar/Apollo with Jenny Gernhofer as Daphne.

Right: Dave "Hef" West with Playboy Bunnies Fran Santangelo and Meg Karnes.

Peter Nabicht is boy wizard Harry Potter and Megan Shortridge is Freida Kahlo.
Beware the Mafia: Amanda Marquez, Jessica Lilley, and Lisa Pajek.

Below: Daphne and Smurfette: Jenny Gernhofer and Marie Ayer.

Idea Boy Telly Koosis ponders Cold Fusion

Manny Capozzi, is he doric or ionic?

Shaggy, Velma, and Daphne (Tyler McCoy, Alura Henry & Julia Nicolae) search for Scooby.
Paige Smith is a beautiful flower

Alejandro Romero poses as "David"

Brad Kimbrough is Spider-Web Man.

La Bella Toscana

The group stops for a picture in Montepulciano after purchasing some local wine.

"Taking the Waters" in Bagno Vignoni.

Paige, do you know something they don't?

Alan Williams and Tom Fraszczak aren't bothered by a little rain in San Gimignano.
Winery Tour

Joe Camm, Megan Roberts, Alejandro Romero and Suzie Kostolansky love the wine and beautiful scenery in Umbia's wine country.

Mike DeSanti and Gina Murphy

Rafi Angelats is amazed by owner Angelo's magnificent belly.
Auction & Talent Show

Dutiful Helpers Amanda Marquez, Sarah Toycen, and Shannon Jung.

Auction hosts P.J. Schoney and Brett Middendorf (assisted by Nicola Caso) hawk some American products.

Everyone applauds the Number One bidder of the evening: Brad Kimbrough.
Proud Mary indeed! Brett Middendorf, PJ. Schoney, and Alejandro Romero show their feminine side.

Below: Denise and belly dancers Paige Smith, Megan Shortridge, Erin McCallum, Bianca Rodriguez and Erica Stanmar.

Dagmar Austin and Julia Nicolae do a parody students' first weekend.

Left: Hot Stuff! Diego and Paige Smith kick up their heels in the Cha-Cha.

Swing Dancin' Italian Style
Ski Trip

Charlie’s Angels in a winter wonderland.

Right: Matt Guschwan, Alura Henry, Lisa Pajek, and Jessica Lilley take a break from ice skating for a picture.

Chef Milos Travar, Sevi Kosmala, Anne Kranz, and Alura Henry enjoy a "home cooked" meal.
Carthage

Tunisia

Rug Shopping in Kairouan -- fun, isn't it?

Katie Lyons and Katie Scully soak up the African sun.

Kevin Rolando, Jon Miceli, Mike DeSanti, Kevin West and Dave West sample the traditional Huka.
Poppin' a squat on Douuga's latrines.

Below: Dawn Giovannini, Katie Murphy, Brad Kimbrough, Nicola Caso, and Katie Scully relax with the Huka after a long day of sightseeing.

Left: Peter Nabicht buys a headdress and makes a new friend in the process.

Below: Dawn Giovannini, Katie Murphy, Katie Lyons, Megan Shortridge, Peter Nabicht, Magda Kielian, and Sheila Curtin at the Roman Amphitheater El Jem.
Magda Kielian and Paige Smith enjoy a camel ride.

Kevin Rolando, Jon Miceli, and the Brothers West

The group in Men’s and Women’s Traditional Dress
Clockwise from top: Courtney Hinckley, Lisa Kramer, and Ashley Fullman take a gondola ride in Venice;

Erin Hammans, Magda Kielan, Anna Jamroz, Kelly Skawski, and Anne Kranz take a rest in Cinque Terre;

Patrick Wigmore and Sara Dalquist go for a leisurely stroll;

Raechel Betz, Erin Hammans, Zezzo, and Jen Langley discover Nice, France.
Brett Middendorf, Colin O'Donovan, P.J. Schoney, John Vincler, and Telly Koosis on Stromboli Volcano in Sicily.

Below: Mary Kasprzak, Claire Theis, Brad Kimbrough, Sarah Toycen and Andrius Schmid snuggle on a train.

Fran Santangelo, Mike Pisano, Chris St. Marie, and Meg Karnes in Umbria.

Below: Jenny Gernhofer, John Vincler, Tyler McCoy, friend, P.J. Schoney, Jessica Lowery and Kevin Rolando in Interlaken, Switzerland.

Is that you, Greta?!
Alan Williams makes Kristine Aleman's hair stand on end.

That LONG bus wait in Fregene.

Jessica Lilley in Lake Como.

Eric Ramirez, Manny Capozzi, and Erin Anguilano stuff themselves in Bologna.
Kate Boehmler takes time to smell the roses in Nice.

Tom Fraszczak and Sevi Kosmala in Madrid, Spain.

Katie Scully, Dana Pernini and Erin Anguilano in Pisa.

Rafi Angelats and Caroline Hart in Interlaken.
Mike Boyce, Ed Napleton, Anna Jamroz, Kelly Skawski, Erin Hammans and Abby Harris enjoy an exciting train ride.

Chris St. Marie, Mike Pisano, and Rafi Angelats in Prague, Czech Republic. Below: Sara Zezzo, Raechele Betz, Jen Langley, Melissa Birchfield, Kelly Skawski, and Anna Jamroz in Capri.

Right: Ashley Fullman and Gabby Blachley paragliding in Interlaken.
Rafi Anglelats, Chris St. Marie, Caroline Hart, Mike Pisano, Kirsten Krone, and Suzie Kostolansky share a meal in Cinque Terre.

Joe Camm communes with nature in Assisi.

Lisa Pajek, Amanda Marquez, Reena Vohra, Dawn Giovannini, and Jessica Lilley at Antonio's Pizzaria.

Below: Abby Westbrook, Dana Pernini, Rafi Angelats, Matt Below: Hocevar, Mark Fernando, Abby Harris and Mike Boyce dine in Capri.
Administration, Faculty and Staff

George Hostert, Director

John Felice, Founder

Dr. Anna Camaiti-Hostert, Acting Associate Dean
Nicola Caso, Matt Guschwan, Ann Mattis and Brett Middendorf, Student Life Assistants.

Dr. Giovanni Scichilone, Anthropology/Classical Studies

Dr. Giacomo DeVoto, Classical Studies and Topography

Dr. Suzanne Gossett, English

Dr. Grazia Sotis, Italian Language and Literature

Mark Lewis, S.J., History
Dr. Maria Palladino, Italian Language

Dr. Paolo Mazzoletti, Political Science

Dr. John Nicholson, Art History

Thomas Reddy, S.J., Theology

Dr. Patricia Jung, Theology and Dr. Shannon Jung, Chaplain

Mr. John Casey, Philosophy
Fausto Fecchio, Head of Maintenance

Andrea Stornelli, Maintenance

Fabrizio D'Emilio, Maintenance

Adele Cardinali, Cleaning Staff

Maria Riccardi, Cleaning Staff

Luciana Leoni, Cleaning Staff
Mauro Stella, Chef

Rosanna Rossi, Michelle Quigley, Gwen O'Gorman, Denise Feniello and Nicole Bubalo, English Language School Teachers

Paola Mattia and Anna Quadrana

Nathan Jung, Consultant
Orientation Dinner in Tivoli

Nadia Razaq, Andrew Brown, Michelle Miller, Wade Rodgers, Molly Glaser and Josh Baker toast to a good semester.

Buon Appetito: Sarah Kalina, Lindsay Pepping, Ashley Austerman, Page Lea and Purnima Gorrepati.
Below: Jim Hotaling, Helen Roche, Mark Grebel, Victoria Saxon, and Lori Agnew take a break from the five course meal.
Lailey Lippard wonders if it is Courtney Philbin, Sarah Elmore, John Tancredi, John Nigon or Katie Madden playing footsie under the table.

Kathleen Weber, Ann Auletta, Magda Miklowicz, Brendan Rose, Jessica DePrizio and Lisa Andrzejeski enjoy getting to know each other -- right, Brendan?

P.J. Anderson, Laura Santucci, Megan O'Mahony, Ryan Fischer, Sarah Oberg, and Kit Thurman are excited about their semester abroad.
Around the Compound . . .


Hadley Wasson, Carmella Scaravalle, Jessica DePrizio and Heather McGonegle

Below: Marya Chivari informs Caroline Sullivan, Katy Gallagher and Meghan Gallagher of the best shopping streets in Rome.
"Heeey La-diees!" Laura Santucci, Jessika Maldonado, Bianca Rodriguez, Jessica Murphy, Katie McAleer and Katie Madden prepare for a night on the town.

Below: Emily Marion, Colleen Buck, Amanda Hohmann, Nick Ziegler, Jessica Murphy, Peter Fritz, Beth Minick and Tia Mathew are ready to drink some vino.

Jenny Rees wakes up in RA Brett's room and asks, "Che c' sucesso?"

Below: Chris Metz asks Katie O'Reilly, "Does this shirt make me look fat?" while Katie Madden laughs along.
"Hey little thing, let me light your candle 'cause Mama I'm so hard to handle now!" P.J. Anderson sings as Page Lea and John Pacini strum their guitars.

Everyone loves Wednesday night at O'Connor's!

At least "two girls for every boy!" : Katie Aulisio, Lindsay Pepping, John Tancredi, Marie Bubak, John Nigon, Michelle Miller and Laura Baker.

Below: Megan Roberts, Mike Pisano, Chris St. Marie, Magda Miklowicz, Alejandro Romero and Ewa Wiktorczyk move to the back of the bus.
Eugene Rinaldi, Jon Miceli, Andrius Schmid, Monica Obinski, Kristina DeSmet, Julie Masucci, Nadia Razaq, Gabrielle Miller, Katie Hitchcock, Jenn Raskauskas and Erica Stanmar share laughs at the Museum of Cinema with Jose Pantieri, Director.

Meghan Gallagher, Kara Plunkett and Sarah Whitney: "So what if we don't have a moto?"

John Nigon, Josh Baker, Jeff Brunkow, Tyler Barth and John Taneredi get cultured at the Roman Forum.

Katie O'Reilly, Laura Santucci and Ginny Leonard have to drag Emily Cramer away from the Swiss Guards.

Nick Kocmich and Colin O'Donovan are pseudo-cheerleaders in support of Ireland at the Rugby match against Italy.
Page Lea, Chris Hernandez, Amanda Hohmann and Colleen Buck enjoy the economical Grandes at the BP.

Emily Marion, Amanda Wheeler, Amanda Hohmann, Emily George, Anna Gardner, Tia Mathew, Rachel McCall, Heather Edl and Marisa Lazio discover the wonders of gelato.

Lauren Palmer, Jessica Irwin, Laura Baker, Amy Hemler, and Anne-Marie Trainor party after-hours at Zaragonzaga.

Jenn Raskauskas, Lauren McCollough, Suzie Kostolansky, Dagmar Austin and Melinda Reina share smiles while out at a Roman Trattoria.
Kenna Kelly, Janelle Farioli, Emily Eirich, Erin Dillon, Zach O’Donnell and Claire Hartney with “full” smiles after enjoying a great Roman meal.

Kathryn Buscaglia, Laura Brucia, Stephanie Buscaglia, Jessika Maldonado and Kathleen Weber are happy to have made lasting friendships at the Rome Center.

Kevin Roche, Katy Gallagher, Molly Herald, Ginny Leonard, Kara Plunkett and Caroline Sullivan can’t get enough of the BP.

Kate Doyle, Erin Dillon, Claire Hartney and Zach O’Donnell at the Papal Audience.
Ski School
Cervinia

Jim Hotaling, Ashley Austerman, Katie Bowles and Brett Middendorf get ready to shoosh on fresh powder.

Are Amanda Wheeler, Nick Lowe, Marisa Lazio and Laley Lippard ready to brave the Matterhorn?

John Tucker eats a nutritious breakfast before hitting the slopes.
Laura Santucci makes friends with the Ski School Instructors.

Nadia Razaq, Ewa Wiktorczyk, Magda Miklowicz and Lisa Andrzejescski heat up the ice.

Josh Greco, Colleen Buck, Amanda Wheeler, Marisa Lazio and Mike Tollefson are desperately seeking a zamboni.

Josh Greco, Mike Tollefson, John Pacini and Nick Koemich relax after a full day of skiing.

Marisa and Mike rest after performing their 2002 Olympic routine.
The Talented Dr. Nicholson

Amanda Hohmann, Colleen Buc, John Grimaud, Beth Minick, Emily George and John Tucker in Ostia Antica.

Jessika Maldonado, Gary Stanton, Bianca Rodriguez, Lauren McCollough, Katie Anderson and Erica Stanmar pause at a beautiful overlook in Assisi.

Laura Santucci, Sarah Whitney, Kara Plunkett and Katie O'Reilly enjoy the scenery in Assisi.

Joe Poch and Dan Kurowski hangin' out.
The Vagina Monologues

Director Kathleen Jones opens the show.

Sonal Shah, Austin Dagmar and Hailee Putnam (Below)

Carnevale in Venice

Ellen Kucia, Josh Greco, Mike Tollefson and Mo Brierton huddle for warmth in Piazza San Marco.


Below: Loyola students get into the spirit of Carnevale.
Magda Miklowicz and Eva Wiktorczyk get the royal treatment on their gondola ride.

Pretty painted faces on Elizabeth Elliot and Ann Auletta.

Beth Minick and Colleen Buck share a ride with some masked women.

Amy Hemler, Anne-Marie Trainor, Laura Baker and Jessica Irwin in “Viva La Venezia!”
Morocco: Camels and Cous Cous

Off to the races on camel back: Hadley Wasson, Tia Mathew, Sarah Kalina, Emily George, Julie Masucci, Anna Gardner and Laura Brucia. Below: the group poses in Marakech.

Lidia Briceno, Julie Masucci, Hadley Wasson, Lauren Anderson, Sarah Kalina, Lauren Palmer, Jennifer Fields, and Gabrielle Miller dine in Marakech.
Sheila Curtin, Dean of Snake charming.

Brendan Breen and the Dancing Queen.

Bridget Gallagher and unidentified monkey.

Below: Molly Buck, Jessica Murphy, Gabrielle Miller and Lidia Briceno go native in Fez.

Heather McGonegle, Heather Edl, Emily George, Anna Gardner, Tia Mathew, Beth Minick and Michelle Miller gettin’ into the groove in Rabat.
Sarah Kalina, Jennifer Fields, Hadley Wasson and Lauren Palmer enjoy a soothing drink at the end of a long day.

Emily George, Anna Gardner, Heather Edl and Tia Mathew have a “gorgeous” time in Todra.
Sarah Kalina and Lauren Anderson relax poolside.

Would you like to change your citizenship?


Left: Snake Charming Ladies attempt to put the tour guide under their spell.
Below: Anna Gardner and Laura Brucia ride off into the sunset.
Calcio, Anyone?

Left: The Kinder Egg Surprises - Matt Guschwan, Lori Agnew, Lindsay Pepping, Brendan Rose, Peter Fritz, Nate Jung and Laura Santucci.

Right: Squadra Rossa - Mike Tollefson, Josh Baker (face obscured), Wade Rodgers, Alejandro Romero (horizontal), Lauren McCollough, Megan Roberts (out with an "Art in Rome" injury), Karyn Miller and Ryan Fischer.


Student Trips

Gary Stanton, Katie McAleer, Jessika Maldonado and Maria Komorowska strut along the St. Charles Bridge in Prague.

Below: Karyn Miller, Mike Carlson, Irene Tsikitas, Jessica DePrizio, and Nathan Bailey savor the view along Napoli's coastline.

Laura Baker, Amy Hemler, Michelle Miller, Katy Gallagher and Jessica Irwin are as pretty as the scenery in Monte Carlo.

Heather McGonegle, Tia Mathew, Jessica Murphy, Kelly Weikel, Emily George, and Heather Edl pose with the travelers' Bible: Let's Go.

Anne Deye, Janelle Farioli, Emily Eirich and Sonal Shah hike in Cinque Terre.
Gabrielle Miller, Lidia Briceno, Sarah Kalina and Julie Masucci pay homage to the Beatles in London.

Kerry Smith and Ellen Kucia smile with sand dunes in the Sahara Desert.

Marya Chivari, Madeeha Rana and Molly Jackson soak up the sun in Sicily.

Where are YOU going this weekend?

Jason Rhode, Andrius Schmid, Sarah Toycen and Brad Kimbrough at a Scottish pub.
Natasha and Anna Mandula are willing to share their lunch with Jennifer Fields, P.J. Anderson and Jason Mathews.

Below: Steve Accardi and Josh Greco object to Andrew Brown’s clothing on the Cliffs of Dover.

"The Love Boat" starring Julia Nicolae.

Subrina Ray re-inacts a scene from The Birds in Milan.

Tricia Klages and Mary Allhoff mugging for the camera in Milan.


Anne Deye, Dawn Garrett, Mike Tollefson, Sonal Shah and Josh Greco in Florence.


Below: Brett Middendorf and Jen Rees picnic in Chios, Greece.
Michael George, Zopi Kristjanson, Katie Hitchcock, Kit Thurman, Scott Polach, Molly Glaser and Katie Scully in Sicily.

Below: Leah Anderson, Bridget Gallagher, Marilyn Nicodemo, Sarah Vlasek and Liz Elliot in Assisi.

Jenny Rees, Courtney Philbin, Kathleen Jones, Sarah Elmore and Hailee Putnam.

Below: Renee Escalante and Julia Noveske at Ortigia Island, Sicily.
Tuscany Trip

Marilyn Vitale, Leah Anderson, Liz Elliot and Ashley Austerman in Volterra.

Kristina DeSmet, Monica Obinski, Jordan Diab, Dan Veeser, Danielle Martinez and Lauren Letto take a break in San Quirco.

Lauren Letto, Danielle Martinez and Karyn Miller in Bagno Vignoni.

Loyola’s Synchronized Swim Team
Eugene Rinaldi, Ann Mattis, Bridget Gallagher, Jenny Rees and Courtney Philbin.

Students enjoy a picnic lunch.


Eugene Rinaldi, Ann Mattis, Bridget Gallagher, Jenny Rees and Courtney Philbin.

Host Giorgio stirs a big batch of zuppa while Courtney Philbin looks on.
Home Sweet Rome...

Anna and Natasha Mandula, Helen Roche, Hailee Putnam, Jenny Rees, Chris Metz, Brett Middendorf and Bridget Gallagher fulfill their craving for Mexican food at Olephant.

Matt Guschwan proclaims during the Rome Marathon, “Brett Middendorf -- STILL NUMBER ONE!”

Joe Poch and Jessica Volpe

Jennifer Fraser, Erin Dillon and Katey McGettrick
Julie Masucci, Sarah Kalina, Gabrielle Miller, Lidia Briceno, Lauren Anderson and Renee Escalante at the Roman Forum.

Brent Tongco and Peter Fritz love the camera at the Colosseum.

Below: Nick Ziegler, Ryan Fischer, Megan O'Mahony, Heather Mears and Marci Leshinske.

Mucca Pazza takes its toll on unsuspecting Loyola students.
Talent Show with Staches


Alejandro and company do the "Jungle Boogie."

Facial Hair is IN this year. The "Baffo D'oro" sponsored by Nutella, Birra Peroni and C.O.D., goes to all that participated. Jason, Matt, P.J., Brad, Zach, John, Mike, John, Chris, Nick and Colin corralled around the "Capo di Tutti Baffi," George Hostert.

The new boy band craze, Nati Lite: Nick Ziegler, Andrew Brown, Ryan Fischer and Peter Fritz (not pictured).

These guys doing their best to dispel the myth that Italian women are tough to meet.
The 2000-2001 Yearbook is respectfully dedicated to George and Anna Hostert for their commitment and service to the Loyola University Rome Center. We'll miss you.

Tanti Auguri and Grazie!
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Arrivederci Roma!!